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lo Introduction. 
Suppose we have k normal populations with known common variance 
cr2 , and we take random samples of size n {fixed and pre-specified) from 
each of them. We let µ(i) (i = l,2, ••• ,k) be the i th smallest population 
mean, and we assume µ{k) > µ(k-l)• The population whose mean is µ{k) 
is called the best population. We wish to devise a procedure for selecting 
a subset of these populations such that the probability that this subset 
contains the best population is at least p*, where f < p* < 1 is also 
pre-specified. * (This is called the P -condition.) Of course, good procedures 
are defined to be those with small expected subset sizeo Let X. be the 
1 
i th sample mean, the largest of which is X • Then Gupta [2] derives a 
max 
d h · h · 1 d h . th 1 · . h 1 d b if d proce ure w ic inc u est e i popu ation int e se ecte su set an 
only if 
(1.1) * xi ~x - D max 
* where D is defined by 
co 
,k-l(x + Jo. n*) dl(x) (1.2) s * = p • 
- co 
a 





are positive for * 1 P > k and tabled extensively in [1]. Gupta shows that 
* his procedure satisfies the P -condition for any configuration of the 
even if is arbitrarily smallo Furthermore, * D is the 
smallest value for which this is true. 
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The idea of an indifference zone is usually incorporated into ranking 
and selection problems of this typeo That is, we are indifferent as to 
* * whether or not the P -condition is satisfied if * /). < d , where d > 0 
is usually pre-specified. * I will Nor pre-specify d. Instead, I will 
introduce a procedure, which I call the fiducial procedure, that is 
* independent of d. I then show that {in terms of subset size) this procedure 
is uniformly better than Gupta's procedure but that it fails to satisfy 
* the P -condition for small values of b. except when k = 2. I then find 
* a value d0 of b. which is sufficiently large to guarantee that the 
* fiducial procedure satisfies the P -condition. If we are willing to define 
* an indifference zone by b. < d, then we have improved upon Gupta's procedure 
whenever d* ~ d~, as well as for some smaller (but we don't know how small) 
values of * d • 
* Finally, we note that the introduction of d allows us to use Gupta's 
procedure with a smaller value of * D than the one defined by (1.2) and 
still satisfy the * P -condition. If we modify Gupta's procedure in this 
way, the fiducial procedure is no longer uniformly better than it. However, 
this modification of Gupta's procedure requires us to incorporate * d into 
the actual procedureo In contrast, the fiducial procedure still has the 
* advantage of being independent of d. 
2. Definition of the Fiducial Procedure. 
If we are willing to treat the population means µ,i, which are unknown, 
as fiducial random variables based on the observations, then µ,i has a 
-fiducial distribution which is normal with mean Xi and variance cr2 /n. 
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These "random variables" are also independento Let P. be the "probability" 
l. 
that µ1 will be the largest if we observe these random variableso Then 
(2.1) P. = P{µ. < µ., 1 ~ j ~ k, j ~ i} 
l. J l. 








,Jn (x.- x.) 
l(x + 1. J ) df(x) 
cr 
1 ~ j ~ k, j ~ i} 
(i = 1,2,ooo,k) • 
We first choose the population with the largest P-value {equivalently, 
the largest sample mean), then the second largest, etc., and we continue 
until we have included enough populations that their summed P-values are not less 
* P • ( Of course, ~ P. = 1, so this can always be done.) This 
l. 
than 
completes the definition of the procedure. 
3. Comparison of the Fiducial Procedure to Gupta's Procedure. 
Let SF and SG denote the random subsets chosen, respectively, by 
the fiducial and the Gupta procedures. 
LEMMA 3ol: SF~ SG no matter what the observed sample means are. 
PROOF: Suppose j $ sG. Then there is an integer i + j such that 
- - * xj ~ xi - D. 
Case 1: suppose Xj ~ Xm for every m ~ i,j. 
all r + io From (2ol), we see that 
00 r: * 
P. ~ J ,k-l{x + tJll D) dl(x) = p*, 
l. -oo cr 
the last equality coming from (1.2), the definition of 
-
th 1 · · h 1 h th t 1. popu at1.on 1.s t eon y one c osen, so a 
particular, j t SF 0 
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Case 2: Let s ~ 1 population means lie between X. and X., i.e., 
J 1 
-all other means ~ X. ~ X. ~ X. ~ • • • ~ X. ~ xi. J 11 1.2 1 s 
Let (P } 
m m=l , 2 , ••• , k denote the appropriate P-values for this situation. 
* Let (P } 
m m=l,2, ••• ,k denote the appropriate P-values for the situation 
where we modify the configuration by removing all population means between 
and x. 
J 
and placing them to the left of X., i.e., replace 
J 
for some e > 0 and all m = l,2, ••• ,s. 
* * From Case 1, we see that Pi~ P. 
From (2.1), it is clear that P is an increasing function of X and 
m m 
a decreasing function of Xr for all r =I= mo Furthermore, all the p 's 
m 
remain the same if each X is increased or decreased by the same constant. 
m 
Let T = {i1 ,i2 , ••• ,is}. It follows that 
* Now ~ P. = ~ P. = 1; hence 
* P < P if and only if me T. 
m m 
1 1 
o = L'.(p* - P ) = E (P* - P ) + ~ (P* - P ) 
m m m~T m m meT m m 
* * ~ p. - p. + E (P - p ) 1. 1 - m m 
meT 
* * * * 
which means that P. + ~ P ~ P. + 'E Pm > Pi ~ P • Since 1 
meT m 1 meT 
P. ,Pi ,P. , ••• ,P. 
1 1 1 ]. are the (s+l) largest P-values, we see that 2 s 
SF~ {i} UT. In particular, 
LEMMA 3.2: P(SF = SG) < 1 (i.e., there is positive probability that SF 
is a proper subset of SG) whenever k > 2. 
PROOF: In Case 2 of Lemma 3.1, we proved that Pi+ P. + ••• + P. was 
1.1 1 s 
* - - * strictly greater than P even when we took Xj = Xi - D (as long as 
s ~ 1). Now P.+ P. + 
l. l.l 
000 is a decreasing continuous function of 
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X .• Furthermore, since the integrand in the last expression in (2.1) 
J 
is bounded, we can differentiate inside this integral for each P to 
m 
show that the partial derivative of this function with respect to X. 
J 
is finite. Hence, there is a number e > 0 such that we can increase X. 
J 
* to X. + e without decreasing Pi+ Pi+ ••• + Pi below P. Hence, 
J 1 s 
- - * * SF~ {i} UT as before. But now Xi - Xj = D - e < D, so that j e sG 
and SG t SF. This situation occurs whenever all of the following occur: 
- - ( * * (i) X.- X. e D - e, D) 
1 J 
(ii) xm e (xi, xj) for all me T = C\,i2,···,is} 
(iii) x < x. 
m J 
for m J {i,j} UT. 
For any fixed values of i,j,i1,i2 , ••• ,is, the probability that (i)-(iii) 
will occur is positive, establishing the lemma. 
Note that lemma 3.l fails for the case k = 2 because the set T is 
then empty with probability one (since there can be no population means 
between the only two that we observe). This is very important, since the 
* two corollaries that follow also fail. In particular, the P -condition 
is satisfied by the fiducial procedure for k = 2, as we shall see later. 
COROLLARY 3.2.1: E(# SF)< E(# sG) whenever k > 2. The proof is obvious. 
* COROLLARY 3.2.2: The fiducial procedure does not satisfy the P -condition 
when k > 2. 
PROOF: The worst case clearly approaches the situation where the "best" 
population is arbitrarily specified beforehand and all the are equal. 
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independently of the X. 's where #S is the size of the selected subset s. 
1 
Hence, unconditionally {letting CS stand for "correct selection"), we have 
(3.4) P(cs) = E[P(cs}jthe order statistic]=½ E(# s) • 
1 1 But k E(# SF)< k E(# SG), and (in this worst case) this last quantity 
* is equal to P, as shown in [2]. 
* 4. Calculation_of do• 
th For convenience of notation, assume the~ population is best, 
i.e., ~ = µ(k)• Let Yj = ,/n. (Xie- Xj)la for j = 1,2, ••• ,k-l. Then 
the Y. 1s have a joint multivariate normal distribution with common 
J 
variance 2, common correlation 1/2, and EY. = Jo. (u.. - µ.)la. Suppose J .-K J 
* * u.. - µ. ~ d (j = l,2, ••• ,k-l). Then EY. ~ Jo. d la for every j = 1,2, ••• ,k-l • 
.-K J J 
* Let c. = EY. - Jn d la > O, and let V. = Y. - c.. Then the V. 1 s also 
J J J J J J 
are jointly multivariate normal with common variance 2, cot1Dllon correlation 
* 112, and cot1Dllon mean Jn. d la. Furthermore V. ~ Y. 
J J 
for each j. Now 
00 k-1 00 k-1 
(4.1) Pk= f jul i(x + Yj)di(x) ~ f jul t(x + Vj) dt(x) • 
-oo ..m 
Since the functions f.(x) = i(x + V.) are all monotone increasing in x, 
J J 
we can write (see [3]) 
k-1 00 
(4.2) pk~ jul J i(x + vj) di(x) 0 
-00 
00 
LEMMA 4.1: f i(ax+b)di(x) = i( _b_) • 
..m Jl+a2 
PROOF: Let z1 and z2 be i.i.d. standard normal. Then the left side 
of the above equation is equal to P(z1~ az2+ b} = P(Z1- az2~ b) 
= P { (z1 - az2)/ Jl+a
2 ~ b/ Jl+a2)~~= i(b/ Jl+a2). 
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Let W. = V. / ,/2. • Then the W. 's are multivariate normal with counnon 
J J J 
* variance 1, common correlation 1/2, and common mean Jn. d /crJ2_. Using 
(4.2) and lemma 4.1, we have 
k-1 
(4.3) Pk~ j~l t(wj) • 
Noting that we get a correct selection whenever P > 1-P*, 
k 
we will satisfy 
* * * the P -condition if P(Pk > 1-P ) ~ P • But 
{4o4) * k-1 * P (Pk > 1-P ) ~ P ( . rrl I (w . ) > 1-P } 
J= J 
* l/(k-1) 
~ P(i(W.) > (1-P) for j = 1,2, ••• ,k-1) 
J 
-1 * l/(k-1) 
= P(wj > i [(1-P) ] for j = 1,2, •• 0,k-l) 
= P(,/n. d*/cr - J2 W. < jnd*/cr - ,]2. ,-1[(1-P*)l/(k-l)] 
J 
for 1 ~ j ~ k-1) • 
* Now Jo. d /cr - J2. w. are multivariate normal with coDllilon mean 0, connnon 
J 
variance 2, and common correlation l/2. If z1,z2 , ••• ,2ic are i.i.d. 
standard normal, the random variables R. = z.- Zk (i = 1,2, ••• ,k-l) have 
l. 1 
the same distribution. Hence 
for 1 ~ i ~ k-1) 
( c *1 ,::; -1 ( *)l/{k-1) = P Zi < ~ + ~ud cr - ~2 t [ 1-P ] for 1 ~ i ~ k-1) 
= J~ lk-l(x + Jiil.. - ./2 ,-1((1-P*)l/(k-l)])dl(x) • 
.oo cr 
* r:: * ,::; -1 * l/{k-1) We can now find d0 by equating ~ud /cr - ~2 I [ (1-P ) ] to the · 
* value ~(k,P) defined in section lo 
* * It is interesting to compare d0 with Gupta's ·o even though these 
quantities have a different meaning. Since Jn o*/cr = ~{k,P*), it is clear 
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that d~ < n* if and only if t-1[(1-P*)l/(k-l)] < O, ioe., if 
1-p* < <2l)k-l, and only if which is satisfied for all small k-values 
* * * up to a certain maximum. For example, if P = 095 then d0 < D <=>ks: 5. 
* * * If P = .99, then d0 < D <=> k ~ 7o We note that practical applications 
of ranking and selection problems usually do deal with small values of k. 
* We again emphasize that d0 is not the smallest value of 8 which satisfies 
* the P -condition; we used several rough inequalities just to obtain a value 
which we are sure will work. 
* It is worth noting that for the special case k = 2, we have d0 = Oe 
* To show this, let T = T(k,P) for convenience of notation. Then 
(X) 
p* = J t(x+T)di(x) = i(TIJ2,) by lemma (4.1). Hence TIJ2, = ,-1(P*) so 
.()0 -1 . * * that -Tlj2 = ~ (1-P ). Hence, we find d0 by solving the equation 
* * Jn.d la+ T = T; thus d0 = O. The implication, of course, is that the 
fiducial procedure does satisfy the * . P -condition when k = 2. It is 
interesting and easy to verify that when k = 2, the fiducial and Gupta 
procedures are equivalent. Thus, even for k = 2, we have not found an 
unconditional improvement over Gupta's procedure. Furthermore, the fact 
* that the P -condition is satisfied could have been obtained directly from 
this equivalence. 
5. Modifying Gupta's Procedure if d* exists. 
* In [2], the value D was obtained by deriving the fact that 
(5.1) <X> k-1 C:n* Jn{µ - µ(•)) P(cs) ~ r .rr w(x + ~ + (k)J )di(x) ~ J=l (j (j 
and noting that the last term inside the I-function was non-negative. 
* * 
If 
d exists, however, this last term is then at least Jn_d lao Therefore, 
* * 
~for/ la] * we can equate Jn.(n + d )lcr [rather than just to To Hence, D 
* can be decreased by d. For large values of k, when we have seen that 
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* * D < d0 , this must be uniformly better than the fiducial procedure 
since the subset size must then always be one. For small values of k, it 
is not clear which of the two procedures is bettero Even for large k, 
however, the uniform superiority of Gupta's procedure only applies if we 
use But, as has been mentioned already, smaller values of * d will 
work, too. Since we don't know just how small these values are, and since 
the modified Gupta procedure depends on the particular value of * d, it is 
not clear which value we should use in the procedureo The fiducial procedure 
has no such difficulty. It is carried out indpendently of * d , and. it 
* satisfies the P -condition as long as the indifference zone is at least as 
large as some minimum value {for which is a very crude upper bound), 
which is unknown. Thus, the fiducial procedure has some advantages even 
relative to the modified Gupta procedure. 
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